Hot Mic Media – Research & Production Summer Internship

Hot Mic Media is an LA based multimedia company dedicated to empowering women's voices in politics. This summer, it will launch its flagship talk show which will feature five hosts who have worked in the Obama, Bush, and Trump White Houses. More than merely a female version of Pod Save America or a political version of The View, Hot Mic will elevate women who work behind the scenes in politics, drawing on their stories and perspectives to shed light on the 2020 election and the issues that women care about without the acrimony and toxicity that characterizes so much of the media, today.

Hot Mic is currently looking for a research and production summer intern from University of Chicago. This individual will work with the ladies of Hot Mic and the show’s creative lead to conduct research for and help produce segments. She will need a working knowledge of American politics as well as strong writing and research skills. Experience working in political journalism or television is a plus but not strictly necessary.

The internship is a full time position, and interns will work remotely. Compensation will be $500/week for up to eight weeks, with the possibility of staying on through the fall election. If you are interested in exploring the internship, please send your resume to Alexandra Ebeling (alexandra@hotmicmedia.co) and include an email cover letter with a description of any experience you might have had in politics, entertainment, or journalism.